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OBJECTION to reservations made by the Syrian Arab Republic upon ratification

Notification received on:
18 July 1994

ITALY

"The Government of Italy has examined the reservation contained in the instrument of ratification of the Government of the Syrian Arab Republic to the Convention on the Rights of the Child which reads as follows:

'The Syrian Arab Republic has reservations on the convention's provisions which are not in conformity with the Syrian Arab legislations and with the Islamic Shariaa's principles, in particular the content of article 14 related to the right of the child to the freedom of religion, and articles 2 and 21 concerning the adoption'.

This reservation is too comprehensive and too general as to be compatible with the object and purpose of the Convention. The Government of Italy therefore objects to the reservation made by the Syrian Arab Republic.

This objection shall not preclude the entry into force of the Convention as between the Syrian Arab Republic and Italy."
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